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Flood Frequency Analysis Feb 27 2020 After
five decades, the field of Statistical Hydrology
continues to evolve and remains a very active
area of investigation. Researchers continue to
examine various distributions, methods of
estimation of parameters, and problems related
to regionalization. However, much of this
research appears in journals and reports and
usually in a form not easily accessible to
practitioners and students, producing a gap
between research and practice. Flood
Frequency Analysis fills this gap by presenting
many of these distributions and estimation
procedures in a unified format within a single,
self-contained book. Focusing on distribution
families popular within the hydrologic
community, the authors discuss three
parameter estimation methods for each
distribution: the method of moments, the
maximum likelihood method, and the method of
probability weighted moments. They present
the details behind the procedures to provide
the basis for the computations, and they
illustrate each procedure with real data. Only
increased use of new methods and distributions
can produce a consensus on their validity. With
other books on the subject either limited in
scope or seriously outdated, Flood Frequency
Analysis provides the ideal vehicle for
practicing hydrologists and engineers to
explore and apply the latest methods and
research results, and in doing so, contribute to
the advancement of the field.
Foundations of Time-Frequency Analysis Oct 29
2022 Time-frequency analysis is a modern
branch of harmonic analysis. It com prises all
those parts of mathematics and its applications
that use the struc ture of translations and
modulations (or time-frequency shifts) for the
anal ysis of functions and operators. Timefrequency analysis is a form of local Fourier
analysis that treats time and frequency
simultaneously and sym metrically. My goal is a
systematic exposition of the foundations of
time-frequency analysis, whence the title of the

book. The topics range from the elemen tary
theory of the short-time Fourier transform and
classical results about the Wigner distribution
via the recent theory of Gabor frames to
quantita tive methods in time-frequency
analysis and the theory of pseudodifferential
operators. This book is motivated by
applications in signal analysis and quantum
mechanics, but it is not about these
applications. The main ori entation is toward
the detailed mathematical investigation of the
rich and elegant structures underlying timefrequency analysis. Time-frequency analysis
originates in the early development of quantum
mechanics by H. Weyl, E. Wigner, and J. von
Neumann around 1930, and in the theoretical
foundation of information theory and signal
analysis by D.
Configural Frequency Analysis Aug 03 2020
This unique book provides a comprehensive and
detailed coverage of configural frequency
analysis (CFA), the most useful method of
analysis of categorical data in person-oriented
research. It presents the foundations, methods,
and models of CFA and features numerous
empirical data examples from a range of
disciplines that can be reproduced by the
readers. It also addresses computer
applications, including relevant R packages and
modules. Configural frequency analysis is a
statistical method that allows the processing of
important and interesting questions in
categorical data. The perspective of CFA differs
from the usual perspective of relations among
variables; its focus is on patterns of variable
categories that stand out with respect to
specific hypotheses, and as such, CFA allows
for testing numerous substantive hypotheses.
The book describes the origins of CFA and their
relation to chi-square analysis as well as the
developments that are based on log-linear
modeling. The models covered range from
simple models of variable independence to
complex models that are needed when causal
hypotheses are tested. Empirical data examples
are provided for each model. New models are
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introduced for person-oriented mediation
analysis and locally optimized time series
analysis, and new results concerning the
characteristics of CFA methods are bolstered
using Monte Carlo simulations. Primarily
intended for researchers and students in the
social and behavioral sciences, the book will
also appeal to anyone who deals with
categorical data from a person-centered
perspective.
Four Short Courses on Harmonic Analysis Dec
19 2021 Written by internationally renowned
mathematicians, this state-of-the-art textbook
examines four research directions in harmonic
analysis and features some of the latest
applications in the field. The work is the first
one that combines spline theory, wavelets,
frames, and time-frequency methods leading up
to a construction of wavelets on manifolds other
than Rn. Four Short Courses on Harmonic
Analysis is intended as a graduate-level
textbook for courses or seminars on harmonic
analysis and its applications. The work is also
an excellent reference or self-study guide for
researchers and practitioners with diverse
mathematical backgrounds working in different
fields such as pure and applied mathematics,
image and signal processing engineering,
mathematical physics, and communication
theory.
Applied Cryptography and Network
Security Aug 23 2019 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 17th International
Conference on Applied Cryptography and
Network Security, ACNS 2019, held in Bogota,
Colombia in June 2019. The 29 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 111 submissions. The papers
were organized in topical sections named:
integrity and cryptanalysis; digital signature
and MAC; software and systems security;
blockchain and cryptocurrency; post quantum
cryptography; public key and commitment;
theory of cryptographic implementations; and
privacy preserving techniques.
Time-Frequency Analysis and Synthesis of
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Linear Signal Spaces Oct 25 2019 Linear
signal spaces are of fundamental importance in
signal and system theory, communication
theory, and modern signal processing. This
book proposes a time-frequency analysis of
linear signal spaces that is based on two novel
time-frequency representations called the
`Wigner distribution of a linear signal space'
and the `ambiguity function of a linear signal
space'. Besides being a useful display and
analysis tool, the Wigner distribution of a linear
signal space allows the design of highresolution time-frequency filtering methods.
This book develops such methods and applies
them to the enhancement, decomposition,
estimation, and detection of noisy deterministic
and stochastic signals. Formulation of the
filtering (estimation, detection) methods in the
time-frequency plane yields a direct
interpretation of the effect of adding or deleting
information, changing parameters, etc. In a
sense, the prior information and the signal
processing tasks are brought to life in the timefrequency plane. The ambiguity function of a
linear signal space, on the other hand, is closely
related to a novel maximum-likelihood
multipulse estimator of the range and Doppler
shift of a slowly fluctuating point target - an
estimation problem that is important in radar
and sonar. Specifically, the ambiguity function
of a linear signal space is relevant to the
problem of optimally designing a set of radar
pulses. The concepts and methods presented
are amply illustrated by examples and pictures.
Time-Frequency Analysis and Synthesis of
Linear Signal Spaces: Time-Frequency Filters,
Signal Detection and Estimation, and RangeDoppler Estimation is an excellent reference
and may be used as a text for advanced courses
covering the subject.
Multivariate Frequency Analysis of HydroMeteorological Variables Jan 20 2022
Multivariate Frequency Analysis of HydroMeteorological Variables: A Copula-Based
Approach provides comprehensive and detailed
descriptions of the approaches and techniques
used in multivariate frequency analysis
(including, but not limited to copula functions),
with illustrative examples and real-life case
studies provided. The book presents all
background material and new developments in
one place, presenting the material in a
homogeneous and pedagogical way in order to
allow students, engineers and researchers to
access and efficiently use all information
surrounding this topic. This reference can be
used as a guide to apply the available and
recent approaches to evaluate hydrometeorological risks, to design hydraulic
structures, in teaching (faculty members), and
as a literature review to go to the next steps in
research projects (graduate students and
postdocs). Presents methods for analysis of
hydro-meteorological risks followed by
illustrative examples based on real life data sets
Provides definitions throughout on all new
topics and key terms Includes case studies and
real-life examples covering a variety of
situations and showing how this work can be
applied in the reader’s own work
Frequency Analysis Jan 28 2020
Computational Methods in DecisionMaking, Economics and Finance Mar 30
2020 Computing has become essential for the
modeling, analysis, and optimization of systems.

This book is devoted to algorithms,
computational analysis, and decision models.
The chapters are organized in two parts:
optimization models of decisions and models of
pricing and equilibria.
Time-Frequency Analysis Jul 02 2020
Covering a period of about 25 years, during
which time-frequency has undergone
significant developments, this book is
principally addressed to researchers and
engineers interested in non-stationary signal
analysis and processing. It is written by
recognized experts in the field.
Predictive Hydrology Nov 25 2019 The unusual
frequency of hydro-meteorological events in
recent decades, often with catastrophic
consequences for society and the environment,
require new methods for designing water
management projects and the structures meant
to protect us from natural hazards. These
methods and techniques are often based on the
statistical modeling techniques of frequency
analysis. Predictive Hydrology: A Frequency
Analysis Approach is the first book to address
both the theoretical concepts and the
methodological approaches used in frequency
hydrology—spelling out the fundamental
methods to consider, providing concise
instruction on the techniques that are involved,
and including examples and critiques based on
practical applications. It explores some of the
recent research developments in the field.
Published originally in French, this English
translation targets students in civil
engineering, environmental sciences and
technology, hydrology, geography, geology and
ecology. This book will also serve as a useful
reference not only for teachers and
researchers, but for engineering practitioners,
who are constantly faced with the problems of
handling data, but often find themselves
without the appropriate analytical tools.
Flood Frequency Analysis May 24 2022 After
five decades, the field of Statistical Hydrology
continues to evolve and remains a very active
area of investigation. Researchers continue to
examine various distributions, methods of
estimation of parameters, and problems related
to regionalization. However, much of this
research appears in journals and reports and
usually in a form not easi
Configural Frequency Analysis Nov 18 2021
Configural Frequency Analysis (CFA) provides
an up-to-the-minute comprehensive
introduction to its techniques, models, and
applications. Written in a formal yet accessible
style, actual empirical data examples are used
to illustrate key concepts. Step-by-step program
sequences are used to show readers how to
employ CFA methods using commercial
software packages, such as SAS, SPSS,
SYSTAT, S-Plus, or those written specifically to
perform CFA. CFA is an important method for
analyzing results involved with categorical and
longitudinal data. It allows one to answer the
question of whether individual cells or groups
of cells of cross-classifications differ
significantly from expectations. The
expectations are calculated using methods
employed in log-linear modeling or a priori
information. It is the only statistical method
that allows one to make statements about
empty areas in the data space. Applied and or
person-oriented researchers, statisticians, and
advanced students interested in CFA and
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categorical and longitudinal data will find this
book to be a valuable resource. Developed since
1969, this method is now used by a large
number of researchers around the world in a
variety of disciplines, including psychology,
education, medicine, and sociology. Configural
Frequency Analysis will serve as an excellent
text for courses on configural frequency
analysis, categorical variable analysis, or
analysis of contingency tables. Prerequisites
include an understanding of descriptive
statistics, hypothesis testing, statistical model
fitting, and some understanding of categorical
data analysis and matrix algebra.
Time-Frequency Representations Jun 20 2019
The aim of this work is to present several topics
in time-frequency analysis as subjects in
abelian group theory. The algebraic point of
view pre dominates as questions of
convergence are not considered. Our approach
emphasizes the unifying role played by group
structures on the development of theory and
algorithms. This book consists of two main
parts. The first treats Weyl-Heisenberg
representations over finite abelian groups and
the second deals with mul tirate filter
structures over free abelian groups of finite
rank. In both, the methods are dimensionless
and coordinate-free and apply to one and
multidimensional problems. The selection of
topics is not motivated by mathematical
necessity but rather by simplicity. We could
have developed Weyl-Heisenberg theory over
free abelian groups of finite rank or more
generally developed both topics over locally
compact abelian groups. However, except for
having to dis cuss conditions for convergence,
Haar measures, and other standard topics from
analysis the underlying structures would
essentially be the same. A re cent collection of
papers [17] provides an excellent review of
time-frequency analysis over locally compact
abelian groups. A further reason for limiting the
scope of generality is that our results can be
immediately applied to the design of algorithms
and codes for time frequency processing.
Landscapes of Time-Frequency Analysis Jun 25
2022 This contributed volume features chapters
based on talks given at the second international
conference titled Aspects of Time-Frequency
Analysis (ATFA 19), held at Politecnico di
Torino from June 25th to June 27th, 2019.
Written by experts in harmonic analysis and its
applications, these chapters provide a valuable
overview of the state-of-the-art of this active
area of research. New results are collected as
well, making this a valuable resource for
readers seeking to be brought up-to-date.
Topics covered include: Signal analysis
Quantum theory Modulation space theory
Applications to the medical industry Wavelet
transform theory Anti-Wick operators
Landscapes of Time-Frequency Analysis: ATFA
2019 will be of particular interest to
researchers and advanced students working in
time-frequency analysis and other related areas
of harmonic analysis.
Time-Frequency Signal Analysis and Processing
Aug 27 2022 Time-Frequency Signal Analysis
and Processing (TFSAP) is a collection of theory
and algorithms used for the analysis and
processing of non-stationary signals, as found
in a wide range of applications including
telecommunications, radar, and biomedical
engineering. This book gives the university
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researcher and R&D engineer insight into how
to use TFSAP methods to develop the
engineering application systems they are
looking to implement. A comprehensive tutorial
introduction to Time-Frequency Signal Analysis
and Processing TFSAP, accessible to anyone
who has taken a first course in signals and
systems; Key theory and algorithms, concisely
presented by some of the leading authorities on
the respective topics Applications, written by
leading researchers, showing how to use TFSAP
methods to develop Availability of a software
package on TFSAP which consists of the most
important algorithms described in the book so
that they are ready for use with an easy GUi
(Graphic User Interface). New sections on
Efficient Fast Algorithms and a section "Getting
Started" which allows users to start using the
algorithms on simulated and real examples,
compare the results presented in the book and
then insert the algorithms in their own
application and adapt as needed (Source code
is provided) Two new chapters, 23 new
sections, all sections include the latest
references. New topics in this edition include:
Efficient algorithms (with source code), the
EMD, the S transform, time-frequency
modelling, more mathematical foundations,
relationship between QTFDs and Wavelet
Transforms; new advanced applications such as
cognitive radio; watermarking; noise reduction
in the time-frequency domain; a time-frequency
approach for spike detection; algorithms for
Time-Frequency Image Processing; a full new
chapter dedicated to Time-Frequency
applications in neuroscience; a practical new
chapter to help new users get started.
Flood Frequency Analysis Oct 17 2021 After
five decades, the field of Statistical Hydrology
continues to evolve and remains a very active
area of investigation. Researchers continue to
examine various distributions, methods of
estimation of parameters, and problems related
to regionalization. However, much of this
research appears in journals and reports and
usually in a form not easi
Time-Frequency Signal Analysis and
Processing Jun 13 2021 Time-Frequency
Signal Analysis and Processing (TFSAP) is a
collection of theory, techniques and algorithms
used for the analysis and processing of nonstationary signals, as found in a wide range of
applications including telecommunications,
radar, and biomedical engineering. This book
gives the university researcher and R&D
engineer insights into how to use TFSAP
methods to develop and implement the
engineering application systems they require.
New to this edition: New sections on Efficient
and Fast Algorithms; a "Getting Started"
chapter enabling readers to start using the
algorithms on simulated and real examples with
the TFSAP toolbox, compare the results with
the ones presented in the book and then insert
the algorithms in their own applications and
adapt them as needed. Two new chapters and
twenty three new sections, including updated
references. New topics including: efficient
algorithms for optimal TFDs (with source code),
the enhanced spectrogram, time-frequency
modelling, more mathematical foundations, the
relationships between QTFDs and Wavelet
Transforms, new advanced applications such as
cognitive radio, watermarking, noise reduction
in the time-frequency domain, algorithms for

Time-Frequency Image Processing, and TimeFrequency applications in neuroscience (new
chapter). A comprehensive tutorial introduction
to Time-Frequency Signal Analysis and
Processing (TFSAP), accessible to anyone who
has taken a first course in signals Key advances
in theory, methodology and algorithms, are
concisely presented by some of the leading
authorities on the respective topics
Applications written by leading researchers
showing how to use TFSAP methods
Foundations of Time-Frequency Analysis Sep 28
2022 "This book presents the first systematic
introduction to time-frequency analysis
understood as a central area of applied
harmonic analysis, while at the same time
honoring its interdisciplinary origins. Important
principles are (a) classical Fourier analysis as a
tool that is central in modern mathematics, (b)
the mathematical structures based on the
operations of translation and modulations (i.e.,
the Heisenberg group), (c) the many forms of
the uncertainty principle, and (d) the
omnipresence of Gaussian functions, both in
the methodology of proofs and in important
statements."--BOOK JACKET.
Time Frequency Analysis Dec 07 2020 Time
Frequency Signal Analysis and Processing
covers fundamental concepts, principles and
techniques, treatment of specialised and
advanced topics, methods and applications,
including results of recent research. This book
deals with the modern methodologies, key
techniques and concepts that form the core of
new technologies used in IT, multimedia,
telecommunications as well as most fields of
engineering, science and technology. It focuses
on advanced techniques and methods that allow
a refined extraction and processing of
information, allowing efficient and effective
decision making that would not be possible with
classical techniques. The Author, fellow of IEEE
for Pioneering contributions to time-frequency
analysis and signal processing education, is an
expert in the field, having written over 300
papers on the subject over a period pf 25 years.
This is a REAL book, not a mere collection of
specialised papers, making it essential reading
for researchers and practitioners in the field of
signal processing. *The most comprehensive
text and reference book published on the
subject, all the most up to date research on this
subject in one place *Key computer procedures
and code are provided to assist the reader with
practical implementations and applications
*This book brings together the main knowledge
of time-frequency signal analysis and
processing, (TFSAP), from theory and
applications, in a user-friendly reference
suitable for both experts and beginners
Practical Time-Frequency Analysis Mar 10
2021 Time frequency analysis has been the
object of intense research activity in the last
decade. This book gives a self-contained
account of methods recently introduced to
analyze mathematical functions and signals
simultaneously in terms of time and frequency
variables. The book gives a detailed
presentation of the applications of these
transforms to signal processing, emphasizing
the continuous transforms and their
applications to signal analysis problems,
including estimation, denoising, detection, and
synthesis. To help the reader perform these
analyses, Practical Time-Frequency Analysis
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provides a set of useful tools in the form of a
library of S functions, downloadable from the
authors' Web sites in the United States and
France. Detailed presentation of the Wavelet
and Gabor transforms Applications to
deterministic and random signal theory
Spectral analysis of nonstationary signals and
processes Numerous practical examples
ranging from speech analysis to underwater
acoustics, earthquake engineering, internet
traffic, radar signal denoising, medical data
interpretation, etc Accompanying software and
data sets, freely downloadable from the book's
Web page
Introduction to Applied Statistical Signal
Analysis Aug 15 2021 Introduction to Applied
Statistical Signal Analysis, Third Edition, is
designed for the experienced individual with a
basic background in mathematics, science, and
computer. With this predisposed knowledge,
the reader will coast through the practical
introduction and move on to signal analysis
techniques, commonly used in a broad range of
engineering areas such as biomedical
engineering, communications, geophysics, and
speech. Topics presented include mathematical
bases, requirements for estimation, and
detailed quantitative examples for
implementing techniques for classical signal
analysis. This book includes over one hundred
worked problems and real world applications.
Many of the examples and exercises use
measured signals, most of which are from the
biomedical domain. The presentation style is
designed for the upper level undergraduate or
graduate student who needs a theoretical
introduction to the basic principles of statistical
modeling and the knowledge to implement
them practically. Includes over one hundred
worked problems and real world applications.
Many of the examples and exercises in the book
use measured signals, many from the
biomedical domain.
Time-Frequency Analysis of Operators Feb
21 2022 This authoritative text studies
pseudodifferential and Fourier integral
operators in the framework of time-frequency
analysis, providing an elementary approach,
along with applications to almost
diagonalization of such operators and to the
sparsity of their Gabor representations.
Moreover, Gabor frames and modulation spaces
are employed to study dispersive equations
such as the Schrödinger, wave, and heat
equations and related Strichartz problems. The
first part of the book is addressed to nonexperts, presenting the basics of timefrequency analysis: short time Fourier
transform, Wigner distribution and other
representations, function spaces and frames
theory, and it can be read independently as a
short text-book on this topic from graduate and
under-graduate students, or scholars in other
disciplines.
Explorations in Time-Frequency Analysis
Nov 06 2020 An authoritative exposition of the
methods at the heart of modern non-stationary
signal processing from a recognised leader in
the field. Offering a global view that favours
interpretations and historical perspectives, it
explores the basic concepts of time-frequency
analysis, and examines the most recent results
and developments in the field in the context of
existing, lesser-known approaches. Several
example waveform families from bioacoustics,
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mathematics and physics are examined in
detail, with the methods for their analysis
explained using a wealth of illustrative
examples. Methods are discussed in terms of
analysis, geometry and statistics. This is an
excellent resource for anyone wanting to
understand the 'why and how' of important
methodological developments in time-frequency
analysis, including academics and graduate
students in signal processing and applied
mathematics, as well as application-oriented
scientists.
Time-frequency Analysis of Seismic Signals
Sep 04 2020 A practical and insightful
discussion of time-frequency analysis methods
and technologies Time–frequency analysis of
seismic signals aims to reveal the local
properties of nonstationary signals. The local
properties, such as time-period, frequency, and
spectral content, vary with time, and the time
of a seismic signal is a proxy of geologic depth.
Therefore, the time–frequency spectrum is
composed of the frequency spectra that are
generated by using the classic Fourier
transform at different time positions. Different
time–frequency analysis methods are
distinguished in the construction of the local
kernel prior to using the Fourier transform.
Based on the difference in constructing the
Fourier transform kernel, this book categorises
time–frequency analysis methods into two
groups: Gabor transform-type methods and
energy density distribution methods. This book
systematically presents time–frequency analysis
methods, including technologies which have not
been previously discussed in print or in which
the author has been instrumental in developing.
In the presentation of each method, the
fundamental theory and mathematical concepts
are summarised, with an emphasis on the
engineering aspects. This book also provides a
practical guide to geophysicists who attempt to
generate geophysically meaningful
time–frequency spectra, who attempt to process
seismic data with time-dependent operations
for the fidelity of nonstationary signals, and
who attempt to exploit the time–frequency
space seismic attributes for quantitative
characterisation of hydrocarbon reservoirs.
Advances in Microlocal and Time-Frequency
Analysis Jan 08 2021 The present volume
gathers contributions to the conference
Microlocal and Time-Frequency Analysis 2018
(MLTFA18), which was held at Torino
University from the 2nd to the 6th of July 2018.
The event was organized in honor of Professor
Luigi Rodino on the occasion of his 70th
birthday. The conference’s focus and the
contents of the papers reflect Luigi’s various
research interests in the course of his long and
extremely prolific career at Torino University.
SOLIDWORKS Simulation 2020: A Power
Guide for Beginners and Intermediate
Users Dec 27 2019 SOLIDWORKS Simulation
2020: A Power Guide for Beginners and
Intermediate Users textbook is designed for
instructor-led courses as well as for self-paced
learning. It is intended to help engineers and
designers interested in learning finite element
analysis (FEA) using SOLIDWORKS Simulation.
This textbook benefits new SOLIDWORKS
Simulation users and is a great teaching aid in
classroom training. It consists of 10 chapters, a
total of 390 pages covering various types of
finite element analysis (FEA) such as Linear

Static Analysis, Buckling Analysis, Fatigue
Analysis, Frequency Analysis, Drop Test
Analysis, and Non-linear Static Analysis. This
textbook covers important concepts and
methods used in finite element analysis (FEA)
such as Preparing Geometry, Boundary
Conditions (load and fixture), Element Types,
Contacts, Connectors, Meshing, Mesh Controls,
Mesh Check (Aspect Ratio check and Jacobian
check), Adaptive Meshing (H-Adaptive and PAdaptive), Iterative Methods (Newton-Raphson
Scheme and Modified Newton-Raphson
Scheme), Incremental Methods (Force,
Displacement, or Arc Length), and so on. This
textbook not only focuses on the usages of the
tools of SOLIDWORKS Simulation but also on
the fundamentals of finite element analysis
(FEA) through various real-world Case Studies.
The Case Studies used in this textbook allow
users to solve various real-world engineering
problems by using SOLIDWORKS Simulation
step-by-step. Also, the Hands-on Test Drives are
given at the end of chapters that allow users to
experience themselves the ease-of-use and
immense capacities of SOLIDWORKS
Simulation. Every chapter begins with learning
objectives related to the topics covered in that
chapter. Moreover, every chapter ends with a
summary which lists the topics learned in that
chapter followed by questions to assess the
knowledge. Table of Contents: Chapter 1.
Introduction to FEA and SOLIDWORKS
Simulation Chapter 2. Introduction to Analysis
Tools and Static Analysis Chapter 3. Case
Studies of Static Analysis Chapter 4. Contacts
and Connectors Chapter 5. Adaptive Mesh
Methods Chapter 6. Buckling Analysis Chapter
7. Fatigue Analysis Chapter 8. Frequency
Analysis Chapter 9. Drop Test Analysis Chapter
10. Non-Linear Static Analysis Main Features of
the Textbook Comprehensive coverage of tools
Step-by-step real-world case studies Hands-on
test drives to enhance the skills at the end of
chapters Additional notes and tips Customized
content for faculty (PowerPoint Presentations)
Free learning resources for students and
faculty Technical support for the book:
info@cadartifex.com
Applying Language Technology in
Humanities Research Jul 22 2019 This book
presents established and state-of-the-art
methods in Language Technology (including
text mining, corpus linguistics, computational
linguistics, and natural language processing),
and demonstrates how they can be applied by
humanities scholars working with textual data.
The landscape of humanities research has
recently changed thanks to the proliferation of
big data and large textual collections such as
Google Books, Early English Books Online, and
Project Gutenberg. These resources have yet to
be fully explored by new generations of
scholars, and the authors argue that Language
Technology has a key role to play in the
exploration of large-scale textual data. The
authors use a series of illustrative examples
from various humanistic disciplines (mainly but
not exclusively from History, Classics, and
Literary Studies) to demonstrate basic and
more complex use-case scenarios. This book
will be useful to graduate students and
researchers in humanistic disciplines working
with textual data, including History, Modern
Languages, Literary studies, Classics, and
Linguistics. This is also a very useful book for
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anyone teaching or learning Digital Humanities
and interested in the basic concepts from
computational linguistics, corpus linguistics,
and natural language processing.
Wavelets and Signal Processing Oct 05 2020
Provides a digest of the current developments,
open questions and unsolved problems likely to
determine a new frontier for future advanced
study and research in the rapidly growing areas
of wavelets, wavelet transforms, signal analysis,
and signal and image processing. Ideal
reference work for advanced students and
practitioners in wavelets, and wavelet
transforms, signal processing and timefrequency signal analysis. Professionals
working in electrical and computer
engineering, applied mathematics, computer
science, biomedical engineering, physics,
optics, and fluid mechanics will also find the
book a valuable resource.
Methods of Flow Frequency Analysis Apr 11
2021
Decision Support Methods for Assessing Flood
Risk and Vulnerability Sep 23 2019 Each year,
floods cause an enormous amount of global
economic and social damage, impacting
transportation systems, water supplies,
agriculture, and health. Response management
to catastrophic floods require increased
measures involving integrated planning,
adaptation, and recovery strategies in order to
protect against human loss. Decision Support
Methods for Assessing Flood Risk and
Vulnerability is a pivotal reference source that
provides vital research on the application of
effective models and tools focused on the
diagnosis of vulnerability to flooding risks and
evaluates and measures the impact of floods on
socio-economic wellbeing. While highlighting
topics such as hydrological events, soil erosion,
and flood vulnerability, this publication
explores methods of identifying appropriate
adaptation strategies. This book is ideally
designed for researchers, students,
academicians, policymakers, government
officials, and technology developers seeking
current empirical research findings to be used
to improve the overall understanding of the
flood phenomenon.
Regional Flood Frequency Analysis Feb 09
2021
Regional Frequency Analysis Jul 26 2022
Extreme environmental events, such as floods,
droughts, rainstorms, and high winds, have
severe consequences for human society.
Regional frequency analysis helps to solve the
problem of estimating the frequency of these
rare events at one site by using data from
several sites. This book is the first complete
account of the L-moment approach to regional
frequency analysis. Regional Frequency
Analysis comprehensively describes the
theoretical background to the subject, is rich in
practical advice for users, and contains detailed
examples that illustrate the approach. This
book will be of great value to hydrologists,
atmospheric scientists and civil engineers,
concerned with environmental extremes.
New Trends in Applied Harmonic Analysis Jun
01 2020 This volume is a selection of written
notes corresponding to courses taught at the
CIMPA School: "New Trends in Applied
Harmonic Analysis: Sparse Representations,
Compressed Sensing and Multifractal Analysis".
New interactions between harmonic analysis
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and signal and image processing have seen
striking development in the last 10 years, and
several technological deadlocks have been
solved through the resolution of deep
theoretical problems in harmonic analysis. New
Trends in Applied Harmonic Analysis focuses on
two particularly active areas that are
representative of such advances: multifractal
analysis, and sparse representation and
compressed sensing. The contributions are
written by leaders in these areas, and cover
both theoretical aspects and applications. This
work should prove useful not only to PhD
students and postdocs in mathematics and
signal and image processing, but also to
researchers working in related topics.
Recent Developments in Time-Frequency
Analysis Apr 30 2020 Recent Developments in
Time-Frequency Analysis brings together in one
place important contributions and up-to-date
research results in this fast moving area.
Recent Developments in Time-Frequency

Analysis serves as an excellent reference,
providing insight into some of the most
challenging research issues in the field.
Explorations in Time-Frequency Analysis Apr
23 2022 Understand the methods of modern
non-stationary signal processing with
authoritative insights from a leader in the field.
Advances in Microlocal and TimeFrequency Analysis Jul 14 2021 The present
volume gathers contributions to the conference
Microlocal and Time-Frequency Analysis 2018
(MLTFA18), which was held at Torino
University from the 2nd to the 6th of July 2018.
The event was organized in honor of Professor
Luigi Rodino on the occasion of his 70th
birthday. The conference’s focus and the
contents of the papers reflect Luigi’s various
research interests in the course of his long and
extremely prolific career at Torino University.
Guidelines for Determining Flood Flow
Frequency Mar 22 2022
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Introduction to Configural Frequency Analysis
Sep 16 2021 Configural Frequency Analysis
(CFA) is a method for analysis of groups of
individuals in cross-classifications. Individuals
belong to a type if their particular pattern of
characteristics occurs more often than
expected, and to an antityte if their particular
pattern of characteristics occurs less often than
expected. The author's original contribution is
his linking of CFA to log-linear modeling and
the General Linear Model, enabling the reader
to relate CFA to a well-known statistical
background. It is shown that CFA and log-linear
modeling are methods that complement each
other. Introduction to Configural Frequency
Analysis covers the latest developments in CFA,
and it will be easy to read even for those with
only an elementary statistics course as a
background.
Wavelets and Subbands May 12 2021 This book
presents connections between the different
aspects of wavelet and subband theory.
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